U.S. Grand Jury Prize: Dramatic
The Birth of a Nation
Swiss Army Man
Morris from America
As You Are
Spa Night
The Intervention and
Morris from America

Waldo Salt Screenwriting Award: U.S. Dramatic
Weiner
Life, Animated
NUTS!
Trapped
Kate Plays Christine
The Bad Kids
Embrace of the Serpent
Sonita

U.S. Documentary Special Jury Award for Writing
We Are X
Sand Storm
Belgica
Between Sea and Land
Mi Amiga del Parque
The Lure
First Girl I Loved
Sonita
Between Sea and Land
Jim: The James Foley Story
The Birth of a Nation
Thunder Road
The Procedure
Maman(s)
Bacon & God's Wrath
Edmond
Her Friend Adam
Peacock